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Abstract
Next-best-view (NBV) planning is an important aspect for three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction within
controlled environments, such as a camera mounted on
a robotic arm. NBV methods aim at a purposive 3D
reconstruction sustaining predefined goals and limitations. Up to now, literature mainly presents NBV methods for range sensors, model-based approaches or algorithms that address the reconstruction of a finite set
of primitives. For this work, we use an intensity camera
without active illumination. We present a novel combined online approach comprising feature tracking, 3D
reconstruction, and NBV planning that addresses arbitrary unknown objects. In particular we focus on accuracy optimization based on the reconstruction uncertainty. To this end we introduce an extension of the
statistical E-criterion to model directional uncertainty,
and we present a closed-form, optimal solution to this
NBV planning problem. Our experimental evaluation
demonstrates the effectivity of our approach using an
absolute error measure.
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Introduction

Performing 3D reconstruction with a controlled sensor, e. g. a camera mounted on a robot arm, provides additional information and allows purposive actions during the reconstruction process. NBV planning is an important issue, whenever the reconstruction process shall
minimize some defined cost or achieve certain reconstruction qualities.
In this paper, we present an online approach for NBV
planning using an intensity camera without active illumination (further referred as passive camera). All
steps of the combined method are calculated at execution time. The reasons for focusing on passive optics are, first, that passive sensing works in cases of intense optical structure where fringe projection systems
stumble, and second, the smaller price tag compared to
range scanners. Using a passive camera for view planning faces special challenges, since sensing yields just
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images and no direct 3D information. If mere feature
tracking is used while moving to some distant planned
position, then one takes a lot of images in-between without actual NBV planning. During this fixed tracking sequence, features might get lost and the planning basis
changes, which reduces the value of the planned position. As a solution to these problems we propose to integrate the planning step into the tracking and reconstruction framework of Guided KLT (GKLT) tracking [5].
By this means we achieve a combined online method
for feature tracking, 3D reconstruction, and NBV planning for accuracy optimization. We define the extended
E-criterion, which gives evidence of where to scan next
to minimize the reconstruction uncertainty. Further we
use a variable spherical motion model of the sensor
which allows to compute the optimal sensor movement
w.r.t. the extended E-criterion in closed form. Finally
we evaluate our planning method using the benchmark
scheme presented in [1].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 outlines literature relevant to NBV planning.
In Sect. 3 we introduce our combined online approach
for NBV planning. The results of the experimental evaluation are given in Sect. 4, and Sect. 5 concludes the
paper.
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Literature Review

This section gives a review of previous NBV planning methods.
Pito [7] proposes a discrete positional space for
surface acquisition using a range scanner. Preceding
Scott [11], he formulates general planning paradigms
and considers range scanning physics. Wang and
Gupta [12] focus on scene exploration using a range
scanner by optimizing C-space entropy. Chen and Li [2]
investigate trend surfaces for complete surface reconstruction. Some of the present work includes given
3D models into the planning procedure, thus doing
model-based view planning [11, 4]. Earlier, the work
of Chaumette et al. [3] explores view planning for special geometric primitives. Wenhardt et al. [10] revisit
the statistical E-criterion for NBV planning, but they do
not use eigenvectors. For further reading about NBV
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planning, please refer to the book of Chen et al. [9].
In summary, only the approach of Wenhardt is meant
for the reconstruction of arbitrary unknown objects using a passive camera. This approach defines optimality
based on the E-criterion without using the information
from eigenvectors. The planning optimization is carried
out as an exhaustive search over all possible camera positions, which is not a classical online scheme.
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For the illustration of our solution to the NBV problem, we need to describe our model for camera movement. As other authors have done before, we use a
spherical motion model. That means that the optical
center of the camera is situated on a sphere S with center C and radius r, and the optical axis points at C.
Two angles, azimuth α and height β, define the camera
position c on the sphere. We allow changes of sphere
size and position, which makes the model a dynamical sphere model. In this formulation, the model can
describe any position and angle of view of the camera
with a normalized roll angle.

Online Combined Tracking, Reconstruction, and Planning for Accuracy
Optimization

In this section we present our combined online approach for NBV planning. We explicitly refer to planning the next step to optimize accuracy. At this point
we omit the incorporation of sensor reachability and
visibility of the object, for they just constrain the pose
space, but do not touch the accuracy criterion itself.
We base our NBV planning on the GKLT tracking
framework [5] which performs feature tracking using
knowledge about camera parameters. By this means we
achieve a combined method for feature tracking, 3D reconstruction, and NBV planning. For each 3D point
estimate, we establish its covariance matrix and model
the directional uncertainty. We present the extended Ecriterion to find the NBV and a closed-form, optimal
solution. Our final planning cycle performs online, realtime planning based on the up-to-date information from
tracking and reconstruction.

3.1

3.3

GKLT Tracking for NBV Planning

Guided KLT tracking, as depicted in [5], performs
feature tracking based on the well-known KLT framework, but uses known camera parameters. Addition s of the
ally, the method provides a robust estimate P
3D feature position P after each tracking step s > 0,
where s = 0 is the index of the feature initialization
 s s=1,2,...,n
frame. For a sequence of observations P
with n > 1, we determine the covariance
 b matrix of the
Pn
with
3D position of feature P, ΣP
b n = σij
1≤i,j≤3
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denote the eigen decomposition of the matrix ΣP
b n with
b

b

b

eigenvalues λ1Pn ≥ λ2Pn ≥ λ3Pn and corresponding perb
pendicular eigenvectors viPn (i = 1, 2, 3). From this
 n , if there it is unquespoint, we omit the point index P
tionable which point estimation is addressed.

Camera Movement
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The Extended E-Criterion and a ClosedForm, Optimal Solution

 and a corresponding
Having a 3D point estimate P
covariance matrix Σ, we visualize directional uncertainty by assuming normal distribution. In this case, Σ
as in (1) defines an equiprobable curve as an ellipsoid
with semiaxes along v1 , v2 , and v3 . The lengths of the
semiaxes are λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 up to global scale.
E XTENDED E-C RITERION (EEC) Using the notation from above, we can formulate the extended
E-criterion as sensing perpendicular to v1 , which
is the direction of the largest uncertainty. As the
known E-criterion from statistics [8], this formulation minimizes the largest eigenvalue λ1 , but additionally incorporates the corresponding eigenvector v1 .
Regarding the motion model described in Sect. 3.2, we
are able to compute closed-form camera motions for the
NBV that are optimal w.r.t. EEC. Basically, we determine the motion direction for the camera, since the step
size is constrained by the feature tracker used. Figure 1
illustrates the following geometrical considerations.
First, let us assume a motion sphere with fixed size
 That means that we want to
and fixed center C = P.
know how to adapt only the position parameters αi and
βi (corresponding to ci in Fig. 1), such that the camera takes the shortest path to a position, from where
its optical axis is perpendicular to the direction v1 of
 All camera positions on
the largest uncertainty of P.
the sphere fulfilling this condition are situated on a
great circle ξp of the sphere surface. The great circle
ξp is given by intersecting the sphere with the plane
 = 0, i. e. the plane through P
 with
πp (X) : v1T (X − P)
normal vector v1 . The shortest way to reach ξp , starting
at the current camera position ci , leads along another
great circle ξs that is perpendicular to ξp . The great cir
cle ξs lies on the plane πs (X) : nT
s (X− P) = 0 defined
 and ci and the normal direction perby the two points P
pendicular to v1 . Intersecting the great circles ξp and ξs
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(a) Camera position ci lies on sphere S. Point

b = C is shown together with its coestimate P
variance ellipsoid.

q
ci

(b) Vector v1 indicates direction of largest unb = C is perb Plane πp through P
certainty of P.
pendicular to v1 . Intersection of πp and S yields
great circle ξp on S.

Iq 2
πs
(c) Shortest way from ci to ξp leads along great
circle ξs on πs perpendicular to ξp . Intersecting
the great circles ξs and ξp provides points I1 , I2 .
Point I1 is closer to ci . Camera is moved on ξs
towards I1 .

Figure 1. Computing the optimal camera movement w.r.t. EEC. For details on the illustrated
geometry, please refer to Sect. 3.3.
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Figure 2. The NBV planning cycle as used
for this work.
yields two intersection points I1 , I2 . W.l.o.g. let I1 be
the intersection point being closer to ci . Since we use
feature tracking and cannot jump directly to I1 , we apply a predefined step size to optimally move the camera
on ξs towards I1 .
Second, we consider the dynamical sphere model for
camera motion which provides variable sphere position
C and radius r. Further we drop the assumption that
 is situated in C. It is important to
the point estimate P
notice that these positional aspects do not influence the
optimal viewing direction. As a consequence, the optimal camera movement on the sphere described above
still holds. The only matter of the dynamic model is
 Again, the
to move the camera center C towards P.
step size of this movement is constrained by the feature
tracker.

3.4

The Planning Cycle

Up to now, we concerned optimizing the camera motion for estimating one point. In the following we want
to give an overview over our planning cycle and mention a strategies for optimizing the accuracy for more
than one point.
As illustrated in Fig. 2, the planning procedure demands an initialization, since for each point the covari-

ance matrix is necessary to compute the directional uncertainty. So the initialization consists of taking at least
three images from random positions for feature detection and two tracking steps to get two 3D estimates and,
thus, a covariance matrix for each point. The actual
NBV planning step computes the optimal camera motion as depicted in Sect. 3.3. After moving the camera and taking the next image, GKLT performs feature
tracking and 3D reconstruction, which leads to updated
covariance matrices and a new planning step. Depending on the planning goals, the cycle may terminate, for
instance, for small error changes or a maximum number
of views.
For more than one point a suitable planning strategy
defines the regarded direction of uncertainty. Our current strategy is to consider the worst point only, which
we define as P∗ = arg maxP trace(ΛP ). Then, the
optimization only depends on the direction v1∗ of the
currently worst estimated point. Nonetheless, the estimations of all other points being tracked are also improved.
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Experimental Results

In the following we evaluate the results of our combined online approach for view planning. As proposed
in [1], we assess the reconstruction accuracy by computing the distances between reconstructed points and
a registered ground-truth model of the object. Here,
the ground-truth is given as a high-accuracy 3D reconstruction of the dinosaur model by using a fringeprojection system [6], which produces a measurement
error smaller than 70μm. We perform the planning cycle from Fig. 2 and plot the median error distance of
all reconstructed points after each view. Starting from

(a) Robotic arm
and camera.

(b) Dinosaur figurine for 3D reconstruction.

(c) 700 features for GKLT tracking.

Figure 3. Experimental setup.
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Figure 4. Median error distances after
each view of one planned and multiple
random sequences. Planning w.r.t. EEC
clearly reduces the reconstruction error.
the same camera position and using the same 700 initial
features, we repeat the measurement with random camera movements. The experimental setup is illustrated in
Fig. 3. We restrict our planning procedure to 500 views
including five views for initialization.
The error plot in Fig. 4 shows that the reconstruction
accuracy benefits from NBV planning w.r.t. EEC. Instantly after the initialization phase, the planned camera
movements produce lower reconstruction errors than all
random movements tested. After 500 views, the median reconstruction error with planning is 0.697 mm and
1.649 mm / 1.118 mm / 1.166 mm without planning,
cf. Fig. 3(d) and Fig. 4; error mean and standard deviation are (0.975, 0.917) mm with planning and (3.494,
12.730) mm / (4.906, 26.326) mm / (2.933, 12.801) mm
without planning. The runtime of one planning cycle is
about 5 s, including movement planning, robot movement, image acquisition, and GKLT feature tracking.
At least 75% of that runtime are due to network traffic, robot movement, and image acquisition. Using the
setup described above, the actual planning is done in a
few ms on a Core2 Duo 2.4 GHz with 4 GB RAM.
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Conclusion

In this paper we presented a combined online approach to next-best-view planning for optimizing the
accuracy of the 3D reconstruction of arbitrary objects.

(d) View of the resulting
3D reconstruction and
camera positions.

Since we used a passive camera, we integrated the
planning procedure into the GKLT tracking framework
which itself is designed for feature tracking and 3D reconstruction inside a controlled environment. We formulated the extended E-Criterion for accuracy optimization and presented an optimal solution for the camera movement. Our experimental evaluation gave evidence that the camera movements using our planning
approach endow a clearly more accurate 3D reconstruction than without planning. Future work should deal
with the evaluation of different strategies on computing
the direction of uncertainty. A further promising planning aspect is integrating surface estimation to handle
occlusions.
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